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Abstract
snippets have been used in query expansion, personal
name, disambiguation and community mining.
Processing of snippets is also efficient because it obviates
the trouble of downloading web pages, which might be
time consuming depending on the size of the pages. A
widely acknowledged drawback of using snippets is that,
because of huge scale of the web and the large number of
documents in the result set, only those snippets for the
top ranking results for a query can be processed
efficiently.

Web mining is the application of data mining
technology to discover patterns from the web. The
various tasks on web such as relation extraction,
community mining, document clustering and automatic
metadata extraction. A previously proposed web-based
semantic similarity measures on three benchmark
datasets showing high correlation with human rating.
One of the main problems in information retrieval is to
retrieve a set of documents that is semantically related
to given user query. We propose an automatic
acquisition method to estimate semantic relation
between two words by using pattern extraction
algorithm and sequential clustering algorithm.

1.1. Motivation
The motivation of this paper is present an automatically
extracted lexical pattern based approach to compute the
semantic similarity between words or entities using text
snippets retrieved from a web search engine. We propose
a lexical pattern extraction algorithm that considers word
subsequences in text snippets. Moreover, the extracted
sets of pattern are clustered to identify the different
patters that describe the same semantic relation.

Keywords - web mining, information extraction, text
snippets, and page counts.
1. Introduction
Automatic acquisition of similarity between entities by
using web search engine is an important problem in web
mining. A web search engine is designed to search for
information on the World Wide Web and FTP services.
The search results are generally presented in a list of
results often referred to as SERPS, or “search engine
results pages”. Some search engines also mine data
available in databases or open directories. Unlike web
directories which are maintained by human editors,
search engine maintains real-time information by running
an algorithm on a web crawler.
Page counts and snippets are two useful information
sources provided by most web search engines. Page
count of a query is an estimate of the number of pages
that contain the query words. In general page count may
not necessarily by equal to the word frequency because
the query word might appear many times on one page.
Snippets, a brief window of text extracted by a search
engine around the query term in a document, provide
useful information regarding the local context of the
query term. Semantic similarity measures defined over

1.2. Web Search Engine
How web search engine work

Fig 1.1 OVERVIEW OF WEB SEARCH ENGINE
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Web Search engine work by storing information about
many web pages, which they retrieve from the html
itself. These pages are retrieved by a web crawler.
(Sometime also
Known as spider)-an automated web browser which
follows every link on the site. Exclusions can be made by
the use of robots.txt. The content of each page are then
analyzed to determine how it should be indexed (for
example, words are extracted from the titles, headings or
special fields called Meta tags). When user enters a query
into a search engine (typically by using keywords) the
engine examines its index and provides a listing of best –
matching WebPages accordingly to its criteria, usually
with a short summary containing the documents title and
sometime parts of the text. The index is built
From the information is indexed unfortunately, there are
currently no known public search
Engines that allows documents to be searched by data.
most search engines support the use of the Boolean
operators AND, OR and NOT to further specify the
search query. We propose method a method that
considers both page counts and lexico-syntactic pattern
extracted from snippets, there by overcoming the
problems described above. for example, let us consider
the following snippets from Google for the query
“Apple” AND “compute” Boolean operators are for
literal searches that allows the user to refine and extend
the term of the search. The engine looks for the words or
phrases exactly as entered. Some search engine provides
an advanced feature called proximity search which
allows users to define the distance between keywords.

3 Method
3.1 Outline
The search engine looks in the index file for matches
and gathering matching pages, sorted by relevance
formats the results listing page send the result page back
to the user.

Fig 1.2 Overall Architecture
2 Related Works
3.2 Lexical Pattern Extraction
Given taxonomy of words, a straight forward method to
calculate similarity two words to find length of shortest
path connecting two words in taxonomy [7]. If a word
polysemous, then the multiple path exits between two
words. In such cases, only shortest path between any two
senses of the word is considered for calculating
similarity. A problem that is frequently acknowledged
with this approach is that it relies on the notion that all
links in taxonomy represent a uniform distance.
However, semantic relation can be expressed using more
than one lexical pattern that conveys same semantic
relation that enables us to represent semantic similarity
between two words accurately. For this purpose
sequential pattern clustering. Both page count similarity
scores and lexical pattern are used to define various
features to represent relation between two words. Using
this feature representation of word-pair, we train twoclass support vector machine.

The World Wide Web and its associated distributed
information services, such as yahoo, google, America online which provide world –wide, on-line information
services, data objects are linked to facilities the
interactive access. (For example- a web search based on
single keyword may return hundreds of web page
pointers containing the keyword, but most of the pointers
will be very weekly related to what the user wants to
find)
Web search engines provide an efficient interface to this
vast information such as page counts and snippets are to
useful information sources provided by most web search
engines. Page count of a query is an estimate of the
number of pages that contain the query words. In general,
page count may not necessarily be equal to the word
frequency because the query word might appear many
times on one page so, we present an automatically
extracted lexical syntactic patterns-based approach to
compute
the
semantic
similarity
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all the baselines including previously proposed web
based semantic similarity measures on a benchmark
datasets. Which is efficient and scalable because it only
processes the snippets (no downloading of web pages is
necessary) for the top ranking results by google. Results
of our experiments indicate that the proposed method can
robustly capture semantic similarity between named
entities. In future research, we intend to apply the
proposed semantic similarity measures in automatic
synonym extraction, query suggestion and name alias
recognition.

between words or entities using text snippets retrieved
from a web search engine.
3.3 Lexical Pattern Clustering
A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are
“similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the
objects belonging to the other clusters. A semantic
relation can be expressed using more than one pattern.
For example, consider the two distinct patterns X is a Y,
and X is a large Y. But these patterns indicate that there
exits and is-a relation between X and Y. Identifying the
different patterns that express the same semantic relation
enables us to represent the relation between two words
accurately. According to the distributional hypothesis has
been used in various related tasks such as identifying
related words, and extracting paraphrases. If we consider
the word pairs that satisfy (i.e., co-occur with) a
particular lexical patterns as a context of a lexical pair,
then from the distributional hypothesis, it follows that the
lexical patterns which are similarly distributed over word
pairs must be semantically similar.
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